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Some people can have seizures every day and some might only have them sometimes -  
once a week, or twice a month.

Epilepsy medicine stops or reduces most seizures.

You cannot catch epilepsy from anyone.

Lots of people have epilepsy; we expect that there are over 100,000 people with  
epilepsy in Sierra Leone. Only about 15,000 of those people are on medication.

How to get Help
If you know someone who you think may have epilepsy, please help them to find and  
visit one of the 24 epilepsy clinics across the country. Anyone can call the Helpline on  
088 555 333 to find out their local clinic.

People in the Makeni area can also contact the  
Loreto Health Services, No.5 Station Road, Makeni. Tel. 079 22 77 66

Other support is also available from the Epilepsy Association of Sierra Leone on:
epilepsyasl@gmail.com

Facts about Epilepsy
Epilepsy is when something unusual happens in your brain. All our brains work with small  
electric currents. If the current is too high the brain will not work properly and a person can 
have an attack. It is the same with the electricity coming into a house: if it is too high, it will  
affect how a fridge or television works. There are lots of names for this including seizures,  
fits, funny turns and attacks. In Sierra Leone the Krio word for epilepsy is ‘Fix’; in Temne it  
is called ‘Katuk’, and in Mende ‘Kpogboni’.
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Jariatu lives in a small village in Moyamba District, Sierra Leone,  
with her mother, father, two brothers and one sister.
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Jariatu loves to help her parents on the farm. She and her friend Jeneba also 
have a groundnut garden. Jariatu enjoys school and is doing well in JSS 2.
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When Jariatu was little she used to sometimes fall down and shake. No one  
knew what was happening to her. Some people were even scared when they  

saw Jariatu fall down suddenly on the ground and begin to shake.
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Jariatu’s grandmother said that Jariatu had a spirit or devil inside her.  
She said that there is a healer or Murray Man in her village who can cure  

Jariatu. ‘Let’s go to the village’ said Jariatu’s grandmother.

Jariatu’s mother was not sure about the grandmother’s idea but she was  
worried about Jariatu’s health. She wanted Jariatu to be healthy again.  

She agreed to let Jariatu see the Murray Man in the grandmother’s village.
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The next day Jariatu and her grandmother travelled to her  
grandmother’s village by bus and then by foot. 

They arrived at the village and explained Jariatu’s health condition to the  
Murray Man. ‘Yes I can help you’ he said ‘I will drive the devil away’.  

Jariatu’s grandmother paid him lots of money. She then bought four chickens, 
some kerosene and palm oil from the market for the Murray Man to  

perform the healing ceremony.
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The next day the Murray Man prepared the chickens and the other items. 
Jariatu was given kerosene to drink and was sick. The Murray Man told  

Jariatu’s grandmother to leave the village. He promised to call the family when  
the devil was no longer inside Jariatu.




